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Cultural Humility: 
•  What it is?   
•  Why it is necessary? 
•  How we can model it? 
•  How it can enhance classroom 

experiences? 
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Cultural Humility = Respect For All 
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Cultural Humility: 
A life-long process of self-reflection 
& self-critique to understand 
personal biases & to develop & 
maintain mutually respectful 
partnerships based on mutual trust. 
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Cultural Humility enables 

Cultural Safety 
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Cultural Humility & Cultural Safety 

§  Cultural humility is a process of self-reflection to understand 
personal and systemic biases and to develop and maintain 
respectful processes and relationships based on mutual trust. 
Cultural humility involves humbly acknowledging oneself as a 
learner when it comes to understanding another’s experience. 

§  Cultural safety is an outcome based on respectful engagement that 
recognizes and strives to address power imbalances inherent in the 
healthcare system. It results in an environment free of racism and 
discrimination, where people feel safe when receiving health care. 
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Cultural Safety:  
 

Aims to create an environment free 
of racism & discrimination, where 
Indigenous people can feel safe 
receiving care. 
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Other definitions of Cultural 
Safety & Humility  

 
 
 

 
Cultural Humility: “The ability to maintain an 
interpersonal stance that is other-oriented (or 
open to the other) in relation to aspects of cultural 
identity that are most important to the [person]”.  

 
Cultural Safety: “The recognition that we are all 
bearers of culture and we need to be aware of 
and challenge unequal power relations at the 
individual, family, community, and societal level.”  
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Cultural Safety 
 
 
 

Cultural Safety means an environment free of racism and discrimination, 
one where people feel safe and respected receiving care.  
Obviously, this is ideal in any environment so could be applied to the 
classroom just as well, i.e., “…where people feel safe and respected as 
they receive an education.” 
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Culturally unsafe actions … 
 
  “… diminish, demean or 

disempower the cultural 
identity and well-being of an 
individual.” ~ Hook et al 
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Transforming the Health Care System, 

starting with health care education 

2016: two of eight Indigenous UBC Medicine grads / doctors.  
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Cultural Humility in Teaching & Learning 
• The concept of Cultural Humility has been widely adopted 
within the health care and medical education fields – but 
not so much yet in the field of general education. 

• It’s mostly discussed in the academic literature of the 
health-related and medical disciplines (e.g., Tervalon and 
Murray-Garcia, 1998; Schuessler et al., 2012; Alms, 2014; 
Gallardo, 2014).  

• Although there are differences – students, not patients/
clients; teaching, not care – Cultural Humility is a concept 
that can work well in both health care and education, not 
just medical education.  
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Cultural Humility in Teaching & Learning 

• Both teachers and students can greatly benefit from learning & 
listening to culturally diverse students, building partnerships with 
students and communities, and being open to different ways of 
communicating and teaching. 

•  In medical education models, fostering Cultural Humility in 
professors is a lifelong process that involves self-reflection & self-
critique … “it moves beyond rigid categories of knowledge, 
attitudes & skills towards the continuous critical refinement and 
fostering a way of thinking & knowing – a critical consciousness – 
of self, others, & the world” (Kumagai & Lypson, 2009).  

• Cultural humility requires empathy and vision, a desire to really 
understand one’s students.  
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Declaration of 
Commitment on 
Cultural Safety & 
Humility in Health 
Services for First 
Nations & other 
Aboriginal people in 
BC 
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Cultural Safety & Humility 
in Health Services for 
Aboriginal People in 
British Columbia 
  
•  Cultural Competency is something 

we strive for.  

•  Cultural Humility is the only way 
we get there. 

•  With an open heart and open 
mind, we can increase the space 
for Cultural Safety. 
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FNHA’s vision for Cultural Safety & Humility  
The FNHA envisions a future where First Nations people have a new 
relationship with their care providers:   
•  One that is based on mutual respect, understanding and reciprocal 

accountability.   
•  One that provides an understanding of what Health & Wellness means to 

the First Nations people who are seeking care that we are responsible to 
provide.   

•  One that resets the balance of power between a care provider and the 
clients we are here to serve, clients who deserve respect and have a right 
to access the best service we are able to deliver.   

•  One that provides for a health system that has mechanisms that 
proactively and effectively addresses appropriate actions and behaviours 
within the operations of the various health institutions.   

 
We will know that we’ve achieved Cultural Safety when the voice of the 
people receiving our services tells us we have. 
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Systemic barriers to 
achieving the vision   

 
“I’m sorry, I’m embarrassed to say that when I 
was faced with someone who was being 
culturally unsafe to patients, instead of 
confronting the person, I left. I didn’t feel like I 
could do anything. There’s such a hierarchy.”  
 
- shared by a healthcare worker in BC  
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FNHA’s Cultural Humility & Safety Framework  
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BC has the second-highest number of Residential 
School Survivors in Canada (about 1400) 
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Cultural Violence 
“Is the prevailing attitudes and beliefs that we have 
been taught since childhood and that surround us 
in daily life about the power and necessity of 
violence. Consider the telling of history which 
glorifies, records and reports wars and military 
victories rather than people's nonviolent rebellions 
or the triumphs of connections and collaboration. 
Nearly all cultures recognise that killing a person is 
murder, but killing tens, hundreds or thousands 
during a declared conflict is called 'war.’“ 
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Culturally Safe Practitioners 

•  Foster	  an	  understanding	  of	  Indigenous	  health	  values	  and	  model	  
these	  behaviors	  (e.g.	  oppose	  racism)	  as	  part	  of	  their	  clinical	  /	  
classroom	  behaviour.	  

•  PracDse	  criDcal	  thinking	  and	  self-‐reflecDon	  to	  nourish	  Cultural	  
Safety;	  a	  marker	  of	  a	  true	  ‘Professional.’	  

•  Understand	  the	  unique	  historical	  legacies	  and	  intergeneraDonal	  
traumas	  affecDng	  Indigenous	  Peoples’	  health.	  

•  Dialogue	  rather	  than	  interrogate	  Indigenous	  ways.	  
•  Find	  broader	  implicaDons	  to	  other	  at-‐risk	  populaDons.	  
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Culturally Safe Physicians 
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Culturally Safe Physicians 
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Cross-Cultural Care 

•  Berlin and Fowkes Jr, “A Teaching 
Framework for Cross-Cultural Health Care 
– Application in Family Practice” 

•  Developed the LEARN model for 
therapeutic encounters 
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LEARN Model 
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•  Listen – understand how the patient conceptualizes their issues and 
what their preferences are. 
–  “What do you feel may be causing your problem?” 
–  “How do you feel the illness is affecting you?” 

•  Explain – explain / communicate care plan in terms of “Western 
Medicine” when appropriate 

•  Acknowledge – acknowledgement of patient’s explanatory model 
occurs next, integrated into previous explanatory step, bridge any 
gaps  

•  Recommend – using physician / patient models – treatment plan 
can be developed 

•  Negotiate – this is key to LEARN – resulting plan should be a 
partnership with the patient, so they are truly involved in reaching 
conclusions 

LEARN model 
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The RESPECT Model 
•  Rapport -  connect on a social level, seek patient’s point 

of view 
•  Empathy – verbally acknowledge and legitimize feelings 
•  Support – understand barriers to care and compliance 
•  Partnership – be flexible and negotiate 
•  Explanations – check for understanding and clarify 
•  Cultural Competence – respect cultural differences, 

understand their view 
•  Trust – make sure to establish trust 
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Practising & 
Implementing  
Cultural Safety  
& Humility:  
Concrete ideas  
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Cultural Safety and Humility Resource 
Booklet 

www.fnha.ca/culturalhumlity 
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Role Modelling Cultural Safety & Humility  
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Cultural Humility = Respect For All People 
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Questions & Discussion 

www.fnha.ca 

Thank you 
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Gayaxsixa	  (Hailhzaqvla)	  
Huy	  tseep	  q’u	  (Stz’uminus)	  

Dun’kwu	  (Haida)	  
Gila’kasla	  (Kwakwaka’wakw)	  	  
Kleco	  Kleco	  (Nuu-‐Chah-‐Nulth)	  
kʷukʷstéyp	  (Nlaka’pamux)	  

Snachailya	  (Carrier)	  

Mussi	  Cho	  (Kaska	  Dena)	  	  
Tooyksim	  niin	  (Nisga’a)	  
Kukwstsétsemc	  (Secwepemc)	  

čɛčɛhaθɛč	  (Ayajuthem)	  

Sechanalyagh	  (Tsilhqot’in)	  
kw'as	  ho:y	  (Halq̓eméylem)	  

T’oyaxsim	  nisim	  (Gitxsan)	  



Questions for Discussion  
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It starts with me  
What is your vision for Cultural Safety & Humility?  
 
Systemic Barriers to achieving the vision  
What do you need to feel safe & effective in implementing 
cultural safety & humility?  
 
Personal commitment to bring awareness & 
change in your own work environment  
Thoughts, ideas, vision to support others  
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•  FNHA	  created	  to	  advance	  a	  holisDc	  
First	  NaDons	  PerspecDve	  on	  Health	  
&	  Wellness	  

•  Developing	  policy	  that	  works	  for	  
First	  NaDons	  

•  Working	  at	  all	  levels	  of	  the	  health	  
system	  simultaneously	  

•  SupporDng	  individuals,	  families,	  and	  
communiDes	  to	  be	  self-‐determining	  

•  ArDculaDng	  First	  NaDons	  views	  
about	  mental	  health	  and	  wellness	  

•  ArDculaDng	  how	  the	  system	  needs	  
to	  perform	  be[er	  

Regional Health  
Authorities 

Ministry of Health/  
Health Canada 

Provincial Health  
Services Authority 

FNHA	  

F  
 
N  
 
H  
 
A 

With Us, Not For Us 
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A Shared Commitment 

www.fnha.ca 

“Health	  and	  wellness	  for	  First	  Na3ons	  encompasses	  the	  
physical,	  spiritual,	  mental,	  economic,	  emo3onal,	  
environmental,	  social	  and	  cultural	  wellness	  of	  the	  individual,	  
family	  and	  community.	  Although	  the	  present	  Plan	  focuses	  on	  
health	  programs	  and	  services,	  it	  is	  recognized	  that	  the	  way	  
forward	  will	  require	  a	  joint	  commitment	  to	  deal	  with	  the	  root	  
causes	  and	  structural	  issues	  causing	  socio-‐economic	  gaps.”	  

	  
-‐	  TriparDte	  First	  NaDons	  Health	  Plan	  2007	  
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The Report of the Royal Commission on 
Aboriginal Peoples (1996) : 

	  “Aboriginal	  people	  are	  at	  the	  boBom	  of	  almost	  
every	  available	  index	  of	  socio-‐economic	  well-‐

being,	  whether	  [they]	  are	  measuring	  
educa3onal	  levels,	  employment	  opportuni3es,	  
housing	  condi3ons,	  per	  capita	  incomes	  or	  any	  

of	  the	  other	  condi3ons	  that	  give	  non-‐
Aboriginal	  Canadians	  one	  of	  the	  highest	  

standards	  of	  living	  in	  the	  world.”	  
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Truth & Reconciliation Commission, Canada 

•  Mandate	  was	  to	  inform	  all	  
Canadians	  about	  what	  
happened	  in	  Indian	  
ResidenDal	  Schools	  	  

•  The	  Commission	  documented	  
the	  truth	  of	  survivors,	  
families,	  communiDes	  and	  
anyone	  personally	  affected	  by	  
the	  IRS	  experience	  
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“States	  shall	  consult	  &	  cooperate	  in	  good	  faith	  with	  
the	  Indigenous	  peoples	  concerned	  through	  their	  own	  
representa3ve	  ins3tu3ons	  in	  order	  to	  obtain	  their	  
free,	  prior	  &	  informed	  consent	  before	  adop3ng	  &	  

implemen3ng	  legisla3ve	  or	  administra3ve	  measures	  
that	  may	  affect	  them.”	  	  

	  

UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous 
Peoples 
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• Pre-‐contact	  
• Contact	  &	  ColonizaDon	  
• DecolonizaDon:	  self-‐determinaDon	  

Our History 
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If	  at	  one	  point	  you	  drew	  a	  circle,	  the	  
medicine	  people	  were	  	  aboriginal,	  the	  
medicine	  was	  Aboriginal,	  nurses,	  
teachers	  were	  Aboriginal,	  as	  
coloniza3on	  evolved	  and	  you	  looked	  at	  
the	  circle	  there	  were	  no	  Aboriginals.	  
–	  Chief	  Robert	  Joseph	  
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Terra	  Nullius	  	  
	  
Policy	  and	  legislaDon	  to	  
remove	  First	  NaDons	  
people	  from	  the	  land	  
Policy	  and	  legislaDon	  
designed	  to	  “Kill	  the	  
Indian	  in	  the	  child”	  
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•  The	  FNHA	  Chief	  Medical	  Officer	  and	  the	  Provincial	  Health	  
Officer	  are	  working	  together	  to	  develop	  a	  health	  &	  wellness	  
agenda	  for	  the	  next	  10	  years	  

•  Informing	  acDon	  by	  improving	  our	  system	  of	  measurement	  so	  
that	  it	  be[er	  reflects	  what	  we	  want	  for	  the	  future	  

•  HolisDc	  vision	  of	  wellness	  
	  

The Next Ten Years 
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